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Older members will be sorry to hear that Malcolm
Mackender has died after a long illness. MWA has
sent, on behalf of its members, a donation to the
Sue Ryder Charity. The Sue Ryder Charity offers
compassionate care to those suffering from end
of life conditions. We also offer sincere
condolences to Elizabeth, his partner of many
years.
We are rapidly approaching the date of the MWA
all day Seminar. Details are on the notice board,
and there is also an informative handbill available
for those members who would like to arouse the
interest of their friends. There are also some A4
posters which some members may be able to
display in appropriate places.
Subscriptions. The Treasurer would appreciate it
if any outstanding subscriptions could be paid
ASAP. Please advise him if you have decided not
to renew, as he is in the process of updating the
membership list.
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Workshop Evenings
The experiment of having four different projects or
techiques happening at once at the last Workshop
Evening seems to have resulted in a bit of an
overload for members. It was not helped by the
fact that we used a smaller ground sheet than
usual, which jammed the four lathes far too close
together. We have learned from the experience! In
future, not more than two different things will be
going on together, and we promise to use the
largest ground sheet to allow more space for the
watchers and participants.

January Meeting with Stuart King
One only had to
look at the hat
balanced on the
lathe to know that
Stuart King was
about to dispense
some of his
wisdom and
experience. After
getting all his stuff ready, Stuart put on his hat
and revealed that his subject was :”little boxes”.
Visitors to any of our recent exhibitions will
have noticed Stuart’s little boxes. The are
simple in basic design, but
anything but simple
in their decoration. A
recent entry by Stuart on
the competition table
showed the extent of the
work he puts in to lift a
plain box into the top class.
The photographs show
how he used colour and
various texturing tricks.
Currently, his boxes have
a representation of a bird
instead of the usual knob
on their lids, and Stuart
was about to show us just
how he sets about
making such boxes.
To save time, he
made one basic box
body, and then
made a variety of
different lids.

the chuck, or by using a jam chuck made from
the waste wood. Tailstock support would be
needed, and very light cuts from a sharp tool as
well. Stuart often applies decoration to the
bottoms of boxes,
either with a
chatter tool, or a
miniature version
of the Henry
Taylor
“Decorating
Elf” which Stuart
calls the
“Decorating
Pixie”. Very
effective it is too!
Stuart next

turned a series
of fitted lids, all
different in their
treatment and
forms. The
final lid was a
version of his
signature ‘Bird
Box’. The bird
in question was
made of
sections of a fine
grained wood,
ideally boxwood, put together with Superglue,
and attached to the lid. One other lid of note was
inlaid with a disc of wood which had been
textured and treated with an iridescent acrylic
paint. It was interesting to note that Stuart often
uses a finger or thumb to apply paint rather than
Starting with a
a brush. During all of his demonstration, Stuart
small blank of
kept up a running
easily turned wood, Stuart first made the box body.commentary,,
dispensing wood
The blank was gripped in the chuck, and the
turning wisdom to
outside shape turned, using standard tools.
Hollowing the box was done with a spindle gouge, all who could
appreciate it. This
finishing with a
scraper. The box was a most
interesting
was sanded and
demonstration of
given a suitable
techniques and ideas
finish. Stuart
about making small
found time to
texture the box and decorative objects,
apply some colour. using methods not
usually found in the
After parting off,
average wood
the bottom was
finished by holding turners workshop.
the box either
very carefully with
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February Workshop
The February meeting was busy as usual. Four lathes
were in action, on this occasion being used for four different
projects Amongst them were bowl blanks with varying
outcomes and much practising of beads and coves. There
were plenty of “customers” who enjoyed the skilled tuition
on offer. I addition, tool sharpening was available, with both
Ralph Pooley and Tony
Champion doing the honours. Dry grinding and also wet
grinding on the Tormek machine were available. As it
happened, one member brought in a whole set of tools
which were in rather poor shape, having never been ‘tuned’
before. The grinds supplied by some manufacturers are
often very basic, can almost always be improved upon.
Ralph and Tony were both kept very busy, and at least one
very satisfied member was the result. We would urge
members who have had their tools tuned to invest in a small diamond hone to keep
the edges keen. Regular use of a hone will prolong the life of any tool before a regrind
is necessary. In any case, turning becomes much easier with really sharp tools.
Final thought: if anyone has a problem with a piece of turning, it would be possible for
him(her) to bring it to a workshop evening for advice, always remembering the size
limitations of our small lathes - Max. diam. 8 inches for bowls and 11 inches between
centres. Chucking spigots and recesses should be about 2 inches in diameter.

It’s Seminar Time!
The MWA all day Seminar at Gt. Kingshill is a prime event in the MWA calendar.
Now is the time to get your tickets! The event this year is under the direction of
professional turner Mark Sanger, who will demonstrate for the whole day. A good
quality buffet lunch will be provided, and also refreshments at intervals during the
day. HIghlights of the day will be the Instant Gallery of work brought by the
delegates. This will be judged by Mark Sanger, who will also select the winner of
the Graddage Trophy for the best new item made by a member during the past
twelve months. There will also be a lucky ticket prize, and a high quality raffle. The
day will begin at 9.30 am and continue until 4.30 pm or even later. All this costs just
£15.00. The Village Hall in Gt. Kingshill is easy to find. A local map will be
available. Tickets are available from the Treasurer, Derek Pollecutt, and there is
room for up to 60 delegates.

For Your Diary
April 12th
May 10th
May 13th
June 14th

Workshop Evening
Bob Neill (Pyrography)
MWA All Day Seminar at Gt. Kingshill
Workshop Evening
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Gallery

See these pics in colour on our web site
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